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AGENDA ITEM 9
General debate (continued)

1. Mr. MORENO (Panama) (translated from Spanish):
The unanimous vote of this Assembly in electing you,
Sir, as its President expre$sed its recognition of the
contribution you have made to the United Nations ever
since the early days at San Francisco. I have therefore
the greatest pleasure in presenting to you the heart
'felt congratulations of the PanamanianGovernment and
of the delegation. of Panama, over which I have the
honour to preside at this fourteenth session of the
General Assembly, on this s~gnal honour.

2. This' general debate must of necesSity be, as it
were, a balance-sheet of the action taken and the work
done on behalf of international peace and security in
the period between the regular sessions ofthe General
Assembly anq, to widen the scope somewhat, over the
years in which our Organization has existed. It must
be a kind of examination ofconscience: a dispassionate

. and forthright analysis of the situations nowthreaten
ing world peace, and at the same tl.me an impartial
and sincere aSsessment QfQur ownbehaviour in regax'd
to those problems which have remained unsolved
despite' many years of study and to those wliich are of
m.ore r~cent origin.

3. Only after this process has been duly carried out
can we arrive at a rational and exactunderstanding of
the items on this General Assembly's agenda. Many of
them are familiar, a legacy from past sessions, al
though their importance is no less today, despite the
the time that has gone by, and our obligation to study
them and to find the speecliest and most equitable solu
tion possible remains the same. One might almost say
that, as time goes by, our obligations and our
l'esponsibility to those items which have figured
constantly on the agenda of the various sessions of tr~
General Assembly increase, for many of them involve
matters of vital importance to the peoples ofthe world
and we cannot afford to postpone them indefinitely.

4. Agreement on these difficult matters, through
mutual concessions, would strengthen the world's
faith in the United Nations, make the Organization's
position firmer and more worthy of respect, and give
greater authority to its efforts to settle international
problems. .
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5. If the United Nations is successfully to carry out
the task of preserving international peace and justice
entrusted to it by the Charter, the Member States must
gr~nt it' greater and wider jurisdiction in matters
connected with international relations, particularly
where those relations may endanger international
peace and harmony.

6. The question of United Nations jurisdictionis very
tricky in View of the implications of any usurpation of
power and in view of the consequences which would
undoubtedly ensue from any policy designed to curb
its powers 8I).d attributes drastically, making it an
inactive and consequently a useless body.

7. Time and time again we hav~ witllessed a trend
towards reducing the United Nations' field of action
by a somewhat excessive amplification of the concept
of the domestic jurisdiction of States. EYen in cases
of flagrant aggression and the violation of the most
elementary principles of international law, the legi'"
timate principle of non-intervention in matters eSsen
tially within the domestic jurisdiction of States has
been invoked in order to bar the way to lawful action'
by the United Nations. Even where this has not been
the result, the honour and the sense of justice.with
which the United Nations has acted have been called
into question, as well as the good faith of its decisions.
Naturally, this has involved the danger ofdiscrediting
its authority and thus its prestige.

8. It should be borne in mind that this 'policy contains
elements of discussion which might in the long run
considerably weaken the tru,st of the peoples of the
world in the United Nations. If we sincerelybelieve in
the effectiveness of collective action, if we are con
vinced that the United Nations exists and must con
tinue to exist as a centre for co-ordinatingthe efforts
of all nations in the attainment of the purposes laid
down in the Charter, we should reflect upon the dis
service which would be done to each and everyone
of us by a continuation of this policy of fragmentation.

9. The Republic of Panama maintains today, as ithas
always done, an unvarying position. in defence of the
principle of l1on-intervention inthe internal or external
affairs of any other State. As I hadthe honour to state
from this rostrum during the thirteenth session ofthe
General Assembly [749th me~ting],my country, which,
as a small Power, cannot ignore the dangers arising
from. disregard of the principle of non-intervention,
is ready to comply with its duty whenever there is
allY question of repelling an act or even a threat of
intervention 'against any State, whether or not it is a
Member of the United. Nations. We recognize the full
scope of the principle of the domestic jurisdiction of
States, but we oannot agt.L"ee that tile exercise of this
principle should extend as far as -action which might
impair another State's territorial integrity or political
independence.
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the waste of lives and arms on the field of battle. It
W?ll be a peace which has no 1000wledge of war, which
has no need of war to justify its existence, a peace
arising out of pl'osperity, not out of devastation and
death. .

18. The second method, which we may call that of
vigiiance and repression, is specially entrusted tothe
Sec'llrity Council~ for use in the case of threats to the
peace, breaches of the peace and acts of aggression,
to use once more the terms of the heading to Chapter
VU. This method is particularly applicable in the 'Dase
of crises and it will be effective in deterring aggres
sion and preventing it from turning into world-wide
conflict, but it cannot bring about the ~stablishmentof
a flourishing and lasting peace.

19. The so-caned limited wars, confined to specific
areas which are the victims of aggression, are not only
a breach of the peace, but also a severe hindrance to
the meth..:,J, of international co-operation, which holds
out more promise of bringing about international har
mony than the method of vigilance and repression, the
results of which are bound ,by tbeir very nature to be
more precarious~

20. Unfortunately, the post-war world seems unable
to escape these limited conflicts which, while short of
total war, are quite as harmful both to the region where
they take place and to the interests of the world at
large.

21" The Korean war, the effects of which are still
being felt by the noble Korean people, as the direct
victim of that unfortunate military adventure, and are
continuing to influence Ea,st-West relatidns, is an
example of modern wars of aggression. Born of an
aoparent conflict between neighbouring and even
b:t-..)ther nations over matters whioh appear to be
exclusively of an internal nature, these limited wars
imm~diately give the more powerful countries an
opportunity to intervene, each one as it sees fit, and
in many cases with the scarcely concealed intention of
establishing zones of influence to their own advantage.
Such zones of influenoe, if consolidated, would lead to
a deepening of the differences between the great
Powers and would beoome starting points for new and
continued conflicts.

22. It would be an ilLusion to claim thatwe are living
under a rule of peace while such limited wars, which
in truth may one day lead to the outbreak of a devas
tating nuclear war, continue to occur.

23. It would be an illusion to claim thatwe are living
decisive influence of regional' organizations should
make itself felt whenever the countries concerned
form part of these organizations. The Charter does not
exclude their existence and, what is more, evenrecog
nizes their unquestionable importance when it states
in Article 52, paragraph 2, that the Members of the
United Nations entering into such arxangements or
constituting such agencies shall make every effort to
achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through
such regional arrangements or by such regional agen
cies before referring them to the Security Council.

24. Such intervention on the part of regional organi
zations does not deprive the Security Council of the
authority conferred on it by Article 34, which refers
to the pacific settlement of international disputes ~ nor
does it deprive the Members of the United Nations of
their right, under Article 35, to bring to the attention
of the Security Council or of the General Assembly,

10. The principle is laid down in Article 2, para
graph 7 of the Charter, that nothing contained in it
shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in
matters whioh are essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of any State, or shall require the Mem
bers to submit such matters to settlement under the
Charter. The paragraph goes on to say that this prin
ciple shall not prejudice the application of enforce
ment measures under Chapter VU.

11. The action with respect to threats to the peace,
breaches of the peace and acts of aggression referred
to in ChapterVll is thus the only form of intervention
acceptable under the juridical system established in
the Charter. That is because in such a case there
woulo be no question of intervening in matters within
the domestic jurisdiction of States, for any breach of
the peace, or act of aggression, would affect the whole
international community and it would be the duty of the
international communlty to condemn and reject it.

12. Of cOU1.'se, any such act must have its ori.g"~ in
the individual will of a State and must be the result of
an attitude or a course of action adopted by a specific
State or States ,in exercise of the faculties inl£clrent
in its sovereign capacity. It is equally incontestable
that the freedom of action of a sovereign state in no
case entitles it to disregard the sovereign rights of
another State, still: ,ss to subject that State to offen
sive In\;''derence in matters within its sole jurisdic
tion, pa:L"ticularly if such interference is an attackupon
its position as an entity in international law.

13. If sllch action takes place, the act or acts which
have injured the rights of the other State or States
according to international law cannot be regarded as
falling within the domestic jurisdiction of the state
concerned; they come within the sphere of interna
tional conduct, and are not coveredby Article 2, para
graph 7 of the Charter.

14. If this were not so, the proviSion would become
a shield for aggressor States and would open the door
to unconscionable abuses in the field of international
relations.

15. The Preamble to the Charter begins by proclaim
ing the determination of the United Nations to save
succeeding generations from the scourge of war, and
all its subsequent provisions are designed to further
this objective.

16. In accordance with the terms of reference laid
down for them by the Charter, the various organs of
the United Nations collaborate in the preservation and
promotion of peace by methods which may be divided
into two clearly defined categories: the first is inter
national co-operation without distinction of any kind,
covering both the Members of the Organization and
States which have not yet become Members, in the
common task of improving economic conditions in the
economically weaker countries, raiSing to a decent
level the standard of living of all human societies
peopling the earth, and promoting a renascence of
confidence among the nations to the pointwhere a sane
approach will be possible to even the thorniest
political problems.

17. This method will have the virtue ofbringing about
a peace fashioned to the pattern of the times, the
peace which the world of today demands, free of the
taint of war, a peace born of regenerative labour and
of human understanding and fraternity, rather than of
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be developed a.I\q maintained by just actions and good
faith as manifested by the fulfilment of the obligations
assumed by States.

33. Non-fulment of treaty obligations not only create
situations th'at are harmful ..? good relations among
States and the Governments of States but ~lso under
mines the basic conditions for living together in
friendship. This evil, in the long run, is the greatest
and the most to be deplored, because the loss of
confidence and friendship between nations is often
more difficult to repair than "!ihe material damages
resulting from the non-fulfilment.
34. The effects which I have just pointed our are
even more distressing when the non-fulfilment of a
contractual obligation orlginates with a great Power
in its relations with a lesser Power, for in this case
there is the da.nger that any interpretationbythe great
Power of the obligations that it has assumed which is
favourable to itself and any line of conduct based on
that interpretation will be conceived by national
conscience as being solely determined by that nation's
might. Suell a feeUug would be fatal to friendly rela
tions between Governments and peoples, and a stage
would be reached in relatioI1o between States in which
acrimonious and resentful feelings wor'1d be difficult
to control.

35. No State may take upon itself the right to inter
pret a contractual obligation unilaterally, ortoimpair
its validity by means of legislative or administrative
acts, or to reduce its effectiveness inorder to deprive
to the other contracting party of the rights and
advantages to which it is entitled. In the progressive
order' of international law, such conduct would repre
sent a flagrant disregard of treaty obligations and
would provide a very poor basis for contractual.
relations.

36. In the fulfilment of any treaty the paramount
consideration must be good faith, and the interpreta
tion of a treaty must be equitable and correct with
regard to both the letter and the spirit.

37. At the thirteenth sessionofthe General Assembly,
I expressed the conviction that the abolition of the
discriminatory practices prevailing in the Canal Zone
against the rights of Panamanian employees and
workers would bring about a new era favourable to the
strengthening of the firm and sincere friendship which
should unite the Governments of the llepublic of
Panama and of the United States of America and their
respective peoples. I also said that the nation of
Panama was confident that the implementation, by the
Execu~ive Branch of the United States, of the supple
mentary legislation enacted by the United 5'tates Con
gress in fulfilment of certain contractual obligations
between that country and the RepUblic of Panama would
lead to faithful compliance with the principles con
tained in the Memorandum ofUnderstandings Reached,
attached to the Treaty of Mutual Understanding and
Co-operation which was concluded in 1955 and pro
vides that Panamanians employed in the Canal Zone
are entitled to equaUty of treatment andofopportunity
as specified in that instrument.

38. It is with sincere regret that 1 am obliged to
state on this occasion that the Panamanian nation has
the disturbing feeling that the repeated disregard by
the authorities of the Panama Canal Zone, in Pana
manian territory, of the universally accepted prin
ciple that all persons axe entitled without discrimina-

any situation like.ly to endanger international. pea\:)e or
security.

25. According to the Charter, itwouldbe avery sound
practice for the maintenance ofpacific relations among
nations if regional organizations would always have the
first opportunity to act whenever an international
situation of a local nature arose, regardless of its
seriousness. .

26. It is perfectly elementary that a local problem
must always be of greatest interest to the States
which are members of a regional organization, since
political, economic and social conditions in each of the
member States are likely to have repercussions on
regional relations, which in turn are based on the
proximity of these States to each other and on their
consequent community of interests. In the search for
a solution, consideration must very often be given to
those emotional reactions of nations that have been
determined by many years of living together over the
course of history and can be weighed and evaluated
only by those nations and men by whom they have been
shared. Under such circumstances, iti8 easier and also
more urgent for them to seek and achieve a solution
to the problems of the region.

27. With the continued operation of regional organiza
tions, a firm tradition will be developed and a
regional ~ystem of law will be maintained, which the
very pre~\tige of the States of the region will oblige
them to defend and to preserve, since their authority
in the concert of nations will depend on this.

28. The Organization of American States may with
justifiable pride present to the judgement of the inter
national community its exemplary policy of under
standing conciliation inthe realm of regional problems.
Its existence and the action that it has taken in prob
lems which are basically Ame:rican in character have
been of incalculable value in reinforcing the stability
and prestige of the ·United Nations.

29. In a world of civilized nations which must live
and must make their way within a system of law, it
is es'santial to increase faith in internati.onal relations.
For this to be, nations must have the conviction that
their obligations will be" only those which they have
assumed and that their' tights will be maintained
inviolate and will be given the fullest possible recog
nition.

30. It is well to recall here that the Charter of the
Organization of American States embodies the prin
ciple that "international order consists essentially of
respect for the personality, sovereignty and inde
pendence of States, andthe faithful fulfilment of obliga
tions derived from treaties and other sources of
international law". It also states that "good faith
shall govern the relations between States".

31. Compliance with the Charter, as a multilateral
treaty, is the most edifying demonstration of goodwill
that we can give in this respect. Inthe very Preamble,
the peoples of the United Nations state that they are
determined to establish conditions underwhich justice
and respect for the obligations arising from treaties
and other sources of infernational law can be main
tained.

32. Just· as in civil society the good reputation and
credit of individuals are dependent on the honesty
with which personal commitments are fulfilled, so in
relations among nations confidence and harmony must
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tion to equal pay for equal work is a barrier,to the
satisfaction of one of the vital requirements of its
economic welfare and social tranquillity.

39v ·Because of the sincerity which characterizes our
rr' ',ions with the' Power to the north, we could not
l'b.a1ain silent about a particular situation damaging
to relations between Panama and the United states.
This situation, arising precisely from the interpre
tation given to some of the obligations assumed be
tween Panama and the United States, has resulted in
the non-fulfilment of these obligations.

40. Because of a unilateral interpretation of such
obligations, disadvantageous to Panamanian interests,
the increased trade in the Canal Zone, protected by
exemptions from import duties on both llOOi,ljT items
and primary necessities, is very injurious to the
Panamanian market.

41. Panama regrets that its representations in this
connexion to the Government at Washingtonhave so fal'
not received the welcome which they rightfully de
serve and which was to be expected in view of the
democratic spirit of our natural ally and friend..

42. Like all under-developed nations, Panama looks
to organized international co-operation for its eco
nomic rehabilitation. In this connexion, there should
be every reason to expect greater and more concrete
understanding on the part of the great nation to the
north because of the interests which we share as
partners in the work of the inter-ooeanic canal which
lies in a tarritory over which Panama is sovereign.

43. If international co-operation iEi to find its greatest
expression and to reach its greatest heights at the
regional level, Latin America must recognize, in
formulating its aspirations for economic development,
that it shares with the United states the historical
responsibility imposed by the common destiny of the
American continent an.d the obligation to play a fra
ternal part in the progress and defence of America
as a whole.

44. It was out of this feeling that international eco
nomic co-operation shouldbe plannedand intensifiedat
the regi(lnal level, to extend subsequently to the ter
rain of universal co-operation, that arose ouroriginal
welcome and sympathetic support for the "Operation
Pan-America" proposed by Mr. Juscelino Kubitschek,
the President of Brazil. Our attitude in this matter
coincides with general feeling in America.

45. We do not ignore the inevitable relationship
between the economi.es of all countries, regardless of
their political systems. Interdependence inthis aspect
of h'Unlan activity is already a self-evident truth.
Nevertheless, we think it is useful to stress the fact
that in any building the foundation must come first;
the foundation of international econemic co-operation
can be no other than the results achieved by regional
economiC co-operation. That does not mean that the
former must be delayed, pending the achievement of
the latter as a preliminary stage. Both should go for
ward side by side, helping each other in their joint
maintenance and progress.

46. America is on the verge of a vigorous policy of
eoonomic expansion. The threshold has ~lready been
crossed and, with the establishment ofproper technical
resources, a great step forward has been made to
wards a solution of the funda.tL.~ntalproblems.

47. In May of this year, the city of Panama was the,
setting for the eighth session of ECLA. stress was
laid at that meeting on the importance of long-term
problems, as well as those which offer prospects of
more immediate solution. Scientific programming in
each country and in each special case is essential for
these long-term problems. Only in this way will it be
possible to make full use of each collectivity's
resources.

48. One of the items which received most attention
was that of the establishment of the Latin American
common market. This resulted in the adoption of .
resolution 6 (IT) of the Trade Committee of ECLA,
which states in its operative paragraph that the
Committee decides to intensify efforts condncingto the
increase of economic co-operation among the coun
tries of the region, with a viewto constituting a Latin
Ame:dcan common market.

49. Although the vast scope of this plan prevents it
from receiving immediate unconditional support, the
terms of resolution 6 (IT), adopted in Panama, show
clearly the importance attached to it by the Latin
American countries and their determination to give it
the most careful attention. Our attitude already repre
sents a decisive step forward in this delicate matter
and shows that there is a trend in favour of it~

50. The study carried out by ECLA on the ecoliomic
development of Panama shows beyond all questionthat
national production has been increased to a point at
which it has been possible to halt the importation of
several important food products anda number ofmanu
factured goods. Moreover, vado'Us sectors ofproduc
tion have begun to be developed and a truly national
economy is beginning to emerge.

51. Panama is very muoh aware of the fact that a
continuous effort is needed to maintain and to raise
the level oflivingofour people andto solve the serious
problem of unemployment. The Government presided
over by Mr. Ernesto de la Guardia Jr., the Panamanian
Head of State, has worked increasingly at this task
since its first days in office.
52. At the beginning of my speech I referred to the
legacy which this session of the Assembly, like
previous sessions, has received from its prede
cessors in the wayof items that still need to be settled.
Among them the problem of disarmament, by reason
of its magnitude, has the chief claim upon the atten
tion of all states" Although its solution depends upon
the great Powers, since it is they who must make
concessions in terms of strength in order to mitigate
or eliminate present international tension and thus
permit of universal disarmp''"Uent, it is undoubtedly
the task of tha small Powei.J to spur, on the parties
directly concerned, by means of the constant public
examination of this delicate question; by suggesting
formulas which might smoothover difficulties andopen
the way to conversations and thence to negotiations;
and by displaying anunderstanding attitude towards the
serious diffit'ulties which must necessarily be en
countered by the great Powers in their consideration
of this problem so vital to their own interests.

53. We are delighted that, during the Conference re
cently held in Geneva on the Berlin question' by the
Foreign Mimsters of the four great Powers, the theme
of disarmament was touched upon. Although this Con
ference was not held within the jurisdiction of the
United Nations, we understand that any agreement
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to turn into monsters that are difficult to bring under
control.

61. The achievements standing to tho credit of the
United Nations at the present mom.en~ give us tho
right to require still more of it~ This is not critichlm;
it is faith in its powerful capacity to bring to the world
a definitive and permanent peace, provided that the
tools which the Charter has placed in its hai'lds are
uf;3ed with a sense of justice and without any mental
reservations$

62.. Mr. DAVID (CzechoslovalrJa) (translatsd from
Russian): The period of time that has elapsed since
the last session of the United Nations General Assem
bly has been marked by a further strengthening of the
forces of peace in the world. Greater efforts have been
made to aoolish war as a m.eans of solving interna
tional disputes, to settle controversial questions by
neg"Otiation and to promote broad international co
operation based on the principles of the peaceful
coexistence of states with different social systems.

63~ The course of international affairs lis being in~

fiuenced more and more by the consist~nt, peaceful
policy of the USSR and other countries with a socialist
system, by the all-round growth of their strength and
unity and by the grandiose prospects of their future
development. The untiring efforts of the USSR in the
cause of peace and its tremendous achi:evements in
science and technology are having a favo~rable effect,
as we can feel here, 011 the atmosphere of our present
sess~on. We are f~lled with feelings of sincere joy
and extend to the Soviet people our wP.ole-hearted
congratulations on the occasion of their newest his,·
toric triumph, their laul1ching of a second space
rucket, which has reached the surface of tho moon.
This achievement opens before mankind vast new
possibilities for exploring the mysteries o~ the uni
verse. Man's boldest dreams are he~oming realities
before our very eyes.

64. The fight for peace and peaceful coexistence is
being waged by many countries of Asia andAfrica and
by lother countries which pursue a policyof neutrality.
The policy of peace. is supported by the widest seg
ments of the population in all countries.

65. The period just elapsed Witnessed the formation
of favourable circ\Ullstances for a substantial easing
of international tensions. A number of sigaificant
events are indicative of this trend. The most impor
tant of them, one which we are witnessing now and
which has caused the utmost satisfaction tu.roughout
the world, is the visit to the UnitedStates of Mr. N. S.
Khrushchev, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of
the USSR, and the forthcoming visit to the Soviet
Union of Mr. Dwight D. Eisenhower, President of
the United States. The meeting of statesmen of these
two couut:ries is exceptionally important in view of the
great responsibility that the Soviet Unionandthe Uilited
States bear for the maintenattce and consolidation of
international peace and security. It is clear to everyone
that, if relations between these two States develop in
keeping with the principles of peaceful coexistence, tuis
Will exert a decisively favourable influence on the
international situation as a whole.
66. We welcom.e the meeting between the Heads of
Government of the Soviet Unlon and the United States
and we hope that this meeting will contribute signifi
cantly to the lessening of international tension. to t.he
development of peaceful co-operation and mutual
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which xnight have been arrived at there would have
been. submitted to the United Nations for consideration
and approval, since it is entitled under the Cbarier to
act in matters of disarmament.

54. Any opportunity of bringing the great Powers
together in this aspect of international policy should
be welcomed and we were therefore most favourably
disposed towards the Geneva conversations. We are
confident that by one or other of these means this
problem will ultimately be settled in a way which will
secure peace for mankind.

55. The case of Germany is another of the questions
which concern the whole international community. This
is no~ ~ matter of generosity but one of justice, quite
apart from the fact that the solution of this problem
would greatly help to strengthen peace in Europe and
consequently in the world at large. Even if the most
elementary principles of international equity were not
involved, the unfavourable influence that the present
division has on the disarmament negotiations would be
sufficient argument on behalf of German unification.

56. There can be no valid reason for denying a nation
which is a m.odel of organization and whose contribu
tion to universal culture is inestimable for the whole
civilized world the power to gOViJrn its own destiny,
free from ~xternal influence, andthe right to decide its
political future. as it sees fit. We hope that the dis·
agreements between the great Powers which are
helping to keep the German nation divided will dis
appear in the face of the supreme interest of interna
tional peace and security.

57. My country is not one ofthe chorus of pessimists.
On the contrary, Panama, as a .small Power, is aware
tbat the United Nations constitutes the most solid day
to-day guarantee of the rights of those countries which
have no modern weapons of wa,r with which to make
those rights respected for themselves. It is this same
faith which explains the presence in this hall of the
representatives of many states which have no other
weapons for their defence than those provided by
ipternational law and justice. If we could not rely
upon the powerful arsenal that the law provides for
us, any position we might adopt here would be a vain
pretence. '

58. However, although we are not among those who
despair over the delay in settling some of our
problems, we still appreciate at its true worth the
impatience of those nations which are striving above
all to obtain their most elementary rights in the
shortest possible time.

59. In the countries with rudimentary economies,
subject to almost inhuman privation and suffering,
it is impossible to tell people who are in the grip
of poverty and hunger that they must wait a quarter
of a century, a d\)cade l_ even five years before their
pressing needs can be satisfied.

60. We know that the world econor..\c situation, like
the social andpolitical situation, must evolve gradually
and that its evils cannot be corrected with the wave
of a magic wand. We know that inorder to build solidly
the United Nations must first raise a scaffolillng; we
cannot, however, trust in the work of time alone, for
we are sure that still greater difficulties ~~.,nl spring up
at every step and still greater obstacles will have to
be overcom~ if, as the years go by, the~e problems
are allowed to take on new and complicatedshades and
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understa71ding and to the extenaionof confidence in the 73. The Western supporters of German miUtarism
relations between States with different social systems. and imperialism attempted to delude and appease
67 The vi it t th U ·ted St t s f M Khrushche the alarmed European pUblic with assertions that the

• s 0 e mae 0 r.. . v, so-called Paris Agreements would not pe1"mit the re-
:hose untiring effo.rte and .invaluable servlc:s ln the viva1 of German miUtarism and would prevent 'the

anse of safeguarding world peace have bro gh him equipment of West Germany with nuclear weapons.
universal respect an~ recognition throughout the Czechoslovakia more thanonce gave warning that these
world, has evoked a WIde response in all oountries. assertions did not correspond to the facts andthat the
The mere fact that the visit was made indicates that were merely a screen to conceal the acoelerate~
inte~national re~ations ha~e entere? a new phase., that arming of the Bundeswehr with nuolear and rocket
the lce of the cold. war is melting and that-In the weapons. The situation now prevailing in West German
words of Mr. Act ~ovotny, P~esident of the Czeo~o- and the statements of West German offioials full~
slovak Republic~" ~he great. Idea of peaceful coexJ,s- bear out the validity of our warnings. For example,
tence and compl~tlti"n! WhlC.h the S~viet Union has the Minister of Defence of that country, Mr. Strauss

toonsistently ady0cated lU t~e mternatlOnal fo~~, has stated, at the time of the Foreign Ministers r Confer-
found devot.ed s~pporters l~ hundreds of ml1hons of ence at Geneva that the West German army was
people and In entJ.re nations • prepared to conduct an atomio war andthat the Bundes-
68. With ever-inoreasing insistenoe the people of the wehr would be oompletely equipped with atomio
world demand that all the efforts of the world should weapons by 1961 at latest.
be .direoted at .ending the "cold w,ar", oatexpan~ng 74. Military revenge is the principal aim of the
,frw.tful internatlOnal ~o:-operation and. ~..t developing foreign polioy of the rilling circles of the Federal
t~eu:conomies and raIsIng the levels ot living of na- RepUblic of Germany. The Government of the Federal
tlo • Republic of Germany and Chancellor Adenauer have
69. Unfortunately, however, influential circles in the attempted recently to show that there is no revanchist
Western oountries ;n'e impeding peaceful coexistence propaganda in West Germany. However, numerous
and co-operation and seeking to continue "cold war" statements made by offioial representatives of the
policies. They are unwilling to accept the fact that Federal Republic of Germany have shown Without a
the people of the socialist nations have ohosen their doubt that their first concern is to direct and en-
present form of government freely once and for all. courage the intrigues of revanchists, intrigues which
Evidence' 'of this attitude can be found in the provoca- extend even to the territory of other States. The recent
tive resolution recently adopted by the United States provocative actions and meetings of revanchist ele-
Congress on the so-called "liberation" of socialist ments, knowingly organized with the direct and active
countries, among them Czechoslovakia, and also in support of the Government of the Federal Republic of
the attempts to revive the so-called "Hungarian ques- Germany, attest to the increasing activity of these
tion" in the United Nations, as the United States and forces and to the fact that their aims are opposed to
United Kingdom representatives again sought to do in the peace and ·security of nations.
their statements. .... .

. 75. Czechoslovakia is one of the oountries which the
70. The CzechOSlovak people, like the peoples of the West German revanchists openly attack and against
other S-Ocialist. co~tries, have never before, as a which they continuously make aggressive territorial
nation or socially, feLt as free as they do today. If the claims. The West German Minister of Transport,
sponsors . of the above-mentioned -?rovocative cam- Mr. Se>dbohm, very recently reiterated these claims
paigns WIsh to liberate someone, It would be more at revanchist rallies held at Geislingen andUlm where
appro~ri.ate if they directed their efforts in a~other he called for a "mighty struggle" to acquire a 'part of
directIOn an~ use~ t~eir in;f1uence to do away WIth the Czechoslovak territory, the Cheb region. Even the
remnants of colomahsm, hberate the colonial peoples, PreJ"tident of the United states when he visited Bonn,
abolish racial oppression and discrimination in their was greeted by posters bearing revanchist slogans.
own countries as well, and fl·ee millions of working
people from the heavy and increasingburdenwhichthe 76. It should be noted that German militarism and
armaments race has placed upon them. revanchism have not yet abandoned their aggressive

. . designs upon the Western countries' either ~ This
7~.,We feel bound to ~tate forthrIghtly that the prm- should be kept well in mind by those Western ciroles
clples of peac~ful coexls~ence and competitionwill not that helped German imperialism to raise its head and
be fully practlca?le untl1 all the obstacles that have which have agreed to permit the military bases and
accumulated during the "cold war" years to expanded stockpiles of the Bundeswehr to be installed in their
peaceful co-operation among states and to a consoli- territory. There,! is a Czech proverb that says: "Do
dated peace have been cleared away. what the Devil bids thee and thy reward shall be hell".
72. One burning and outstanding problem which, if Especially the small nanon~ member.s of NATO
not solved, will make it difficult to consolidate the should not have forgotten the bItter experiences ofthe
peace and security of nations, is that of the conse- recent past.
quences of th~ Seco~f!WorldWar. The danger resi.d~s 77. It is not from fear that Czechoslovakia has
particularly lU the fact that fourtee~years after the warned of the danger of German militarism and re-
end of that War a.peace tr.eaty. has ,stil} not bee? con- vanchism. Taught by bitter experience, we drew the
cluded with Germ~ny. This sltuatlon.ls propitIOUS. to necessary conclusions and have firmly ensured our
the grow;th of mihtarist and re~anchlst fo.rces whlCh securitY;"by forming an indissoluble alliance with the
a~e seeking fa::-reaching and aggressive alms and are USSR and the other countries of the socialist ca.mp.
working feverIshly for the adoption' of measures to ~

eqttip the West German army with nuclear and 78. German militarism and' revanchism must be
rocket weapons. They are thus endangering peace and halted if renewed aggression against the peoples of .
security, not only in Eurot,,;, but in the entire world. Europe is to be prevented.. Mr. Antontn Novotn~,
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President of the Czechoslovak Republic, said ':n a re
cent address;

"The peoples of Europe are becoming increasingly
convinced that their security and peace depend fil'st
and foremost on the curbing of German militarism,
on preventing a repetition in West Germany of the
infamous events of years gone by andon the adoption
of the Soviet Union's peaceful proposals for the solu
tion of the German problem. This approach is also
in keeping with the intersts of the German pe-ople
as a whole."

79. The fact that a pea1¢e treaty with Germany has
not yet been signed has had far-reaching unfavourable
con~equences for international peace and security
and has caused complications in the relations between
Stat~s.

80. The Western Powers refuse to cOllcluq.e a peace
treaty with Germany on the grounds that Germany is
not yet reunified. At the same time they do nothing to
re-establish harmonious relations between the two
German States but support a policy that creat~s an
ever-widening gulf. between the German Democratic
Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany. This
policy is completely bankrupt. Thlere are two States
in Germany today. The country can, therefore, be
reunified only by a negotiated settlement between
the German Democratic Republic and the Federal
Republic of Germany without outside interference and
by re-establishing good relations and close co-opera
tion between the two German States on the basis of
their joint efforts to strengthen peace and raise the
level of living of the German people. This cannot be
done without the establishment of an all-German com
mittee or some similar all-German body, as proposed
by the USSR and the German Demonratic Republic.

81. Another pressing need of the time is that of
eliminating the dang~rous source of tension in West
Berlin which exists as a result of the continuing
occupation of West Berlin by the \Vestern Powers.
The proposals on the Berlin question submitted by the
Soviet Union constitute a generally acceptable and
realistic basis for a settlement of this problem.

(. ";",

82. A significant role in the solution of the problems
of Germany is being played by the German Democratic
Republic, which, having put an end to militarism and
aggression, is maintaining friendly relations and
peaceful co-operation with all countries and now has
behind it ten years of successful development. Its
active and constructive participation in the Geneva
Foreign Ministers' Conference, which in effect gave
de facto recognition to the German Democratic Ee
public, is proof of the steadily rising authority and
prestige of the German Democratic Republic.

83. The Government and people of Czechoslovakia
fullY appreciate the constructive efforts being made
by the Government of the German Democratic Repuhlic
to safeguard and consolidate peace and solVe the'
German question, and they will continue to ac(~~··dtheir

full SUppol't to it in its endeavours. Ourlriendly rela
tions with the German Democratic Republic are con
viIlCing proof that the Czechoslovak people harbour no
hatred for the German people and take a genuine
interest in the peaceful and democratic development
<?f Germany.

84. The most urgent and serious problem of today is
the problem of disarmament, on the solution of which

the maintenance of peace in the world fundamentally
depends.

85. Only last year we saw a number of Western coun
tries speed up the pace of their nuclear armament,
spending fantastic sUms of mOrl\ey in a feverish race to
arm. The Rystem of militari groups set up by the
Western Powers and the hundreds of military bases
established on thE:: territory of other States represent
a great danger to peace and security.

86. The security of nations demands the cessation of
the armaments race, which has increased world ten
sion and the threat of a new war. In the light of th.e
remarkable prospects opening up before mankind as
a result of recent discovel'ies in scienoe and '£ech
nology, the absurdity of lluclear armanents and the
need to do everything possible to save the world for
all time from the danger of a devastating war have
become more evident than ever.

87. No pro~ress has been mad.e in the disarmanent
negotiations during the past fourteen years. Conse
quently, the dang~rous world situation demands ot us
that we concentrate our efforts on seeking a new ap
proach to the disarmament question.

88. The Czechoslovak Government fully shares the
view of the Gove't'nment of the Soviet Union, stated
from this rostrum several days ago [799th meeting]
by the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the
USSR, Mr. Nikita S. Khrushchev, that the most appro
priate way to put an end to the armanents ~'ace and
eliminate the danger of a new war is to effect the
general and complete disarmanent of all countries.

89. We welcome and vigorously support the new and
far-reaching disarmanent proposals of the Soviet
Union, made in the declarationof the Goyiet Government
on general and complete disarmament [A/4219], that
over a four-year period ~11 States should carry out
complete disarmament, .inchlding the complete dis
bandment of their armier .the abolitiolloftheir general
staffs, war ministries al.:other military institutions,
the elimination of th~i, military bases in foreign
territory and the destruction of all military weapons
and material, primarily of all stockpiles of nuclear
and rocket weapons. Only limited contingents of
security forces equipped solely with small arms would
be retained by States for the purpose of maintai.ning
order. The implementation of these measures would
be ensured by the establishment of an international
control body in which all States would participate. A
control system would be set up and would operate in
conformity with the stages in which the disarmament
proposals were carried out.

90. The adoption .and implementation of the Soviet
Government's proposals would produce a radi~Jl

change in the course of international affairs.Tihe
fact that not a single country would possess the means
for unleashing an aggressive war against other coun
tries would create an atmosphere of mutual confi
deuce and conditions for broad and peaceful co
operation among States. 1'he vast financial resources
which countries have so far allocated to armaments
might be diverted entirely to developing their econo
mies, to raising the level of living of their populations
and to realizing the boldest projects in scienoe and
technology•

91~ The Czechoslovak people have warmly welcomed
the USSR proposals. It fully appreoiates their enol'-
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104. The Czechoslovak delegation considers it de
sirable that the General Assembly of the United Na
tions should give full support to the peoples of those
countries which are still struggling against colonial
oppre~sion, so that they may, in the shortest po'ssible

mov.a significance since twice in a single generation taking of the USSR, as expressed in the statement of the
it has been the victim of German mi1itaris~ and Soviet Governmrr.ut of 28 August 1959,. that it will not
suffered tremendous losses. A number ofother Euro- resume nuclear weapons tests if the Western Powers
pean nations have suffered a similar fate. In view of do not do so either. It would be desirable for other
the fact this danger is again increasing, it is entirely Powers too, to adopt this same attitude.
understandable that the problems of general and com-
plete disarmament throughout the worldare of cardinal 98. T~e peoples of the world and the people of Africa
importance to us and to other European nations. in particular are at present very concerned about the

. danger which will result from the conduct in the Sahara
92. The adoption of the Soviet proposals would put of the nuclear weapons tests now in preparation. The
armaments once and for all beyond the reach of Government of Morocco has placed a letter [A/4183]
Ger~an militarist.s and :~vanchists and would br~ng before the General Assembly at its fourteenth session,
last111g peace to thIS senSItIve ·area of the world whlCh drawing attention to this danger.
has suffered so cruelly from wars in the past.

99. The Czechoslovak people, also, are opposed to
93. The new proposals of the USSR on general ~nd the carrying out of the French tests for, as has been
complete disarmament are the result of the pressll1g convincingly shown from the research done by Czecho-
demands of the present international situation and slovak scientists radio-active fall-out from these
indicate a realistic and fully practicable way of im- explosions could' affect a number of countries in
proving it. It is onl~ natu.ral, the:efore, that these southern, southeastern and central Europe, too, in-
pro~sals are ~eet111g 'WIt? a WIde response and cluding Czechoslovakia, to a considerable degree.
findin~ suppox: 111 all countrIes. We express the hope The atmospheric currents bring dust from the Sahara
that they will fmd t?e sam(-} understanding and support even to our country, for it has been observed on the
at the present sessIon of the General Assembly. snows covering our mountains.

94. The Czechoslovak delegation also supports the 100. The Government of the Republic of Czecho-
proposals on partial disarmament measures which the slovakia considers it essential that effective meas-
Soviet Government has suggested should be put into ures should be taken to avert the danger of the further
effect until such time ~s agreement is reached on extension of the possession of nuclear weapons, and
general and complete di~ar.manent. These proposals it is ready to support, in the General Assembly too,
have regard to the estabhshment of a control and any measures towards this end.
inspection zone, the establishment of ap. "atom-free .
zone" in Central Europe, the withdrawal of all foreign 101: Th? Czechoslovak Government welcomed WIth

I troops from the territories of European countries and satIsfaction the agreement of the Governments of the
the abolition of military bases in the territories of four great Powers to set up a new Disarmanent Com-
foreign States the conclusion of anon-aggressionpact mittee, and expressed its consent to Czechoslovakia's
between the m'ember states of NATO andthe signatory participation in it. We believe that if all members of
States of the Warsaw Treaty, and the conclusion of an the Committee were to show a sufficient 'desire to
agreement- on the prevention of surprise attack by one reach agreement, the result of the work of the new
state upon another. disarmanent body could be successful and could lead

. . to progress in the solution of this most important
95. Th.e most Important task at the present tIme, and of current questions. The Czechoslovak representa-
one whIch must D:0t be put off a~y longer under any tives inthe Committee will make every effort to contri-
pretext whatever, IS that of conclu~nganagreementfor bute their share to the realization of practical meas-
the complete ces~ation for. all time. o~ nuclear tests ures of disarmament, which all the peoples are
of any kind, a subject on which negotiations have been urgently demanding.
under way at Geneva for nearly a year between the
representatives of the USSR, the United states andthe 102. One of the most significant of contemporary
United Kingdom. The signing of such an agreement phenomena is the increasingly rapid and irresisttble
would clear the way for further progress inthe sphere process of disintegration of the colonial system and
of disarmament, would put a stop to the perfecting of the vast scale of t.he struggle for freedom of the
more and more destructive types of nuclear weapons peoples in the colomal and dependent countries. As a
and woUld help to avert the serious danger threatening direct result of this powerful movement towards
present and future generations through the growing freedom, a number of independent States have arisen
contamination of the atmosphere with radio-active in Africa and Asia, which are engaged in consolidating
faU-out. the independence they have won and in pursuing a

. . policy of non-participation in military blocs and of
96. The Conference has already achIeved certam peaceful coexistence
results but, owing to the position adoptedby the United •
States and the United Kingdom delegations, a number 103. There is an Eastern saying that, however
of important questions, remain undecid~d~ 'Ve believe different they may be, all flowers reach towards the
that the United States and the United I<Jngdom ought sun. In the same way the peoples of the colonial and
now to give the world some demonstration of their economically less-developed countries ofAsia, Africa
good will and understanding and ought to make a and IJatin America, despite the fact there are many
sincere attempt, together with the USSR, to seek an differences between them, are all yearning for free-
acceptable solution to the problElms still outstanding. dom and independence an": repudiating imperialist

. intervention.
97. The people of Czechoslovakia are strongly op-
posed to \anything which might mean the fenewal of
nuclear tc;!sts and demand that the negotiations should
be brought to an end without further delay by the
signing' of 'an agreement for the cessation of all types
of tests. They therefore welcome the solemn under-
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time, avail themselves of their right to self-deter- development of world trade; there is also the ques-
mination~ tion of giving -sffective assistance to the less developed
105~ The Czechoslovak people have always supported countries, and then there are such questions as the
and will in the future continue to support the endeav- development of economic co-operation between all
ours of the peoples of the colonial and economically countl'ies, the improvement of conditions in thp tl7n'rld
less"'d~veloped countries to seoure their freedom and commodity trade, and so on~
independence~ Colonialism is now finally doomed, as 112~ In this connexion I should like to- stress that the
are all attempts to resurrect it in other forms~ Czechoslovak people view with feelings of sincere
106~ In recent months Laos has been the principal sympathy the endeavours of the less developed coun-
object of increased imperialist intervention~ In order tries to attain economic independence and to free
to cloak their open intervention the Western Powers themselves from foreign exploitation~ While the peo-
contrived an illegal decision of the f)tJcurity Council pIes of these countries are wrestling with grave eco-
setting up an investigating Sub-Comm~ttee of four nomic difficulties, the foreign exploiters are amassing
countries, which has been sent to Laos~ This decision huge profits from their exploitationof those countries'
represents a flagrant violation both of the Geneva natural resources~ It would be only fair, therefore,

t f 1 d h V d to return at least part- of these profits to them~
agreemen s 0 954 an t e ientiane agreement, an Czechoslovakia, which has, within the limit of its
also of the United Nations Chal1:er. circumstances, been giving disinterested assistance
107. We fully support the Soviet Government's pro'" to the economically less developed countries, will
pasal of 14 September 1959 for the bnmediate con- continue in the future to support their endeavours to
vening of a meeting of the States which participated attain equality with other nations and to become
1n the Geneva talks on Laos in 1954. The meeting economically independent, and the United Nations also
would discuss the situation in Laos and take appro- should co-operate to that end.
priate steps. 113. The policy of peace and the peaceful co-
108. The development of broad economic'co-opera- existence of peoples, which has been consistently
tion is one of the main prerequisites to normal rela- followed by the Czechoslovak Government, is a direct
tions betv"leen countries. We consider that ideological oonsequence of the social structure of the Czecho-
differenc~s are not and should not be obstacles to slovak Republic. We are pursuing this policy because
economic co-operation between countries with differ- it guarantees favourable conditions for the successful
ent social systems. From this point of view peaceful fulfilment of the great tasks involved in the completion
competition between socialism and capitalism can be of the building of socialism in our country.
very important for the strengthening of peaceful rela- 114. Last year we increased still further our con-
tions and friendly co-operation throughout the world. tacts with a great number of States. Believingthat the
109. Czechoslovakia occupies an important place in development of personal contacts is an effective meims
the economic competition between the two systems. both for the removal of obstacles in the relations be-
Our successes stem from the continuous increase in tween States and for the establishment of friendly co-
our industrial output, the volume of which has this operation among them, we have welcomed to our coun-
year been 3.5 times greater than it was in 1937 and try distinguished representatives of foreign States.
will by 1965 be six times greater than it was before Various meetings also took place in Czechoslovakia,
the war. Our national economy has already, in some among them for instance an international seminar on
important indices, left France and Italy behind in social security, arranged in co-operation With the
per caput production, and in the coming years it will International Labour Organisation, the famous annual
move ahead of the United Kingdom and +.hc-; Federal spring music festival in Prague, and so on.
Republic of Germany and ocCUpy one of tho foremost
places in the wor1.d. Our foreign trade, too, which 115. The Czechoslovakia Government, in its desire
has more than doubled in volume in the last ten years, to increase international co-operationwithin the United
is continuing successfully to expand. Czechoslovakia Nations too, is inviting the United Nations Scientific
is now one of the largest exporters of machinery and Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation to hold
mechanical equipment in the world. Our socialist a sessi(;)ll at Prague.
agriculture is also achieving fresh successes in the 116. Czechoslovakia will in the future do all ili. its
course of its development. The level of living of our power to ensure that the dilemma.-peaceful coexis-
population is rising from year to year. tence or atomic war-is settled for good as soon as
110. Czechoslovakia maintains broad, mutually bene'" possible in favour of peaceful coexistence.
ficial economic relations with many countries in the 117. At the present time when there is a growing
World, and it is constantly multiplyingthem. Recently, tendency in international affairs to settle problemsby
for example, it organized an international machine means of negotiation~ it is essential in the United Na-
bUilding exhibition at Brno, where important inter- tions also that we should remove the traces, of the
national economic contacts are being made annegotia- "cold war" and Win full acceptance for the principles
tions ar~ going on betweenleading economic, technical of peaceful co-operation. The goals for which the
and scientific experts from all over the world. United Nations waS set up have not yet been attained.
111. In connexion with current economic develop- If the United Nations is to justify the great hopes of
ments, certain urgent problems have arisen in the the peoples, it must consistently fulfil its mission of
sphere of ~nternational economic co-operation,to the maintaining peace and international security.
examination of which the United Nations, too, should 118. In order that it 'may do this, it is essential that
give the highest priority. First and foremost ther~ all Members should see our Organization as an instru-
is the question of removing discriminatory practices ment for co-operation betweenStates, that the Weste:t'n
and other obstacles which are still hampering the Powers should not attempt to use it (for their own
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narrow ends, that they should llot seekto impose their
will on other States and that the agenda should not
include questions likely to exacerbate the relations
between States. Here in the United Nations we should
adopt only those decisions and recommendations which
are acceptable to all.

119. If the United N'a.tions is to be a real instrument
of international co-operation it is vital first and fore
most that the legitimate rights of the People's Re
publio of China. in the United Nations shouldbe restored
and 'that the Chiang Kai-shek puppets, who represent
nobody, should be driven out of our Organization. The
course of international events has clearly shown that
the policy of non-recognition of the People's Republic
of China ha,s finally failed. Despite the aggressive
policy of its enemies the People's Republic of China
has for ten years been developing at a breathtaking
pace and malting spectacular advances. The tempo of
its economic development has been many times faster
than that of the development of any capitalist country.

120. As a result of the progress it has made and
thanks to its peaceful foreign policy, the People's
Republic of China has become an important factor
for peace and its international authority has greatly
increased. No single problem in the world can be
finally settled without the participation of the People's
Republic of China. Any attempt to slander the policy
of that country's Government is doomed to failure.

12L Greater co-operation and trust between the
States Members of the United Nations would also help
to remove the discrimination against East European
States in elections to the organs and offices of the
United Nations. This would mean, in particular, the
restoration to the East European States d the seat in
the Security Council which rightfully belongs to them.
It is also very important to resolve the unsatisfactory
situation which has arisen in connexion with elections
to one of the most important offices in the United Na
tions, that of President of the General Assembly,
which has been occupied a number oftimes already by
representatives of all the geographical areas in turn
with the exception of Eastern Europe. "

122. This situation is out of keepi.ng with the position
and significance of the socialist countries in the world,
and their efforts in the struggle for peace and inter
national security and it will not help bring about in
creased co-operation between States Members of the
United Nations. It was for this reason that the Czeoho
slovak Government proposed that the agenda of the
fourteenth session of the General Assembly should in
clude the item: "Question of the consistent application
of the principle of equitable geographical representa
tion in the election of the President of the General
Assembly".

123. I trust that the delegations of States Member's
of the United Nations will consider this move in a
spirit of complete understanding and that their repr·s
sentatives will co-operate in doing away with this still
surviving relic of the "cold war"'.
124. In international affairs today there is no more
utgent task than that ofputting a stop to the "cold war",
reducing international tension and creating an atmos
phere of mutual trust in the relations bet.ween States
through the removal of obstacles blocking the way
towards achievement of a lasthlg peace with security.
Czechoslovakia has been striving for many years for
the adoption and application of the principle that any

controversial question should be settled by peaceful
means alone, by means of negotiation. We welcome tho
fact that this approach to curl'ent international prob
lems is gaining m~re and more support in the world.
125. One example of this in particular was the Foreign
Ministers' Conferenoe at Geneva, in which repre
sentatives of both the German States also partioipated.
Although even at this Conference, despite the endeav...
ours of the Soviet Union and the Gel'mEl.11 Democl'atio
Republic and owing to the position adopted by tho
Western Powers, no agreement, unfortunately, was
reached on the oonolusion of 0. peace treaty with
Germany and the restoration to normal "fthe situatio~l
in West Berlin, and although there still oocur serious
differences of views on these questions, nevertheless
there has been some reconoiliation of tho positions of
the two sides on certain issues, which have provided
a basis for further negotiations and the attainment of
positive results.
126. At the same time the Conference revealed that
there was a number of very important questions
which could not be settled by the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs and must be considered at a meeting of tho
Heads of States. At such a meeting it would be neces
sary to discuss and agree on measures concerning the
most urgent questions affecting the present-day inter
national situation. That is why the peoples of the entire
world place such hopes in a meeting at the highest level
and earnestly desire that it should take place soon and
that it should be successful.
127. A great and responsible task has been laid upon
the United Nations by its Charter: to use every effort
to foster the development of fl'iendly relations und
peaceful co-operation between States and to help
actively in preserving international peace and security.
It is absolutely essential that the United Natio11S should
not hold aloof from world problems, that it should not
be satisfied with the mere recording of international
events or allow such decisions to be takon as might
contribute to an increase in tension, but should rather,
in accordance with the principle of peaceful co
existence, take advantage of all its opportunities and
actively assist in the settlement of the urgent world
problems. It is important at the outset of the work of
the fourteenth session of the General Assembly to
stress once again this responsibility of the United
Nations.
128. The Czechoslovak delegation to the fourteenth
session of the General Assembly will bend every effort
to ensure that it fulfils the great mission of the United
Nations to the highest possible degree. On behalf of
the Czechoslovak G\overnment and all our people I wish
the fourteenth session of the General Assembly of the
United Nations eve~r success and express the hope that
it will to a large degj~eesucceed in averting tho danger
of war and also that the principles of peaceful coexis
tence and co-operation between States will prevail.

129. Mr. PELLA (Italy) (translated from Frellch):
Mr. President, in offering you my GCivernment's
warm congratulations on your unanimous election as
PreSident, I am not merely doing what ritual demands;
I am expressing the satisfaction I feel at this recog
nition of the merits of a great friend and a distinguished
citizen of a country which shares with my own a com'"
mon heritage of traditions and ideals. I shal1110t add
to the tributes of previous Speakel's to your. qualities
as a diplomat a11d statesman, in which I am sure all
concur.
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130. As the representative of Italy, I should like to lieve, be borne in mind for the futnre. If the United
mention the important part you played at a difficult Nations decides to set up an emergency force t Italy
time for us, when the broad movement to hasten my will partioipate in it. We propose to provide for such
oountry's admission to the Unlted Nations showed us partioipation in our budgets and in our plannlng of
who our true friends were. Thatwas aproof of friend- staff requirements.
ship ~hiCh we have never forgotten and shall never 137. It would be unrealistio not to recognize the
forge B limitations which today hamper United Nations action.
131. The Assembly is meeting in a climate of relaxed It is only too obvious that the historical necessities
tension which will no doubt prove favourable to our of the right of veto cannot be disregarded. Nor can
common search for constructive solution of the many we have any illusions regarding the possibility of
problems before us. For some time our peoples have modifying the legal situation whioh exists today.
1001<:ed forward to a just andequitablesoluHonof these Neverthel'ess t this does not prevent us from hoping
problems. Italy is prepared to make a real contribution that the constitutional privilege of the veto will be
to this relaxation of tension and I should like to express resorted to only in cases of exceptional gravity. The
my Government's satisfaction at this recent develop- will of a great majority would thus be allowed to pre-
ment in the international situation. vail.
132. We have a long a difficult road tc? travel and 138. As the representative of a Mediterranean Power,
our progress will be greater and our way easier if I should like to mention the Secretary-General's
we :recognize the comple,rtties of the situation which patient efforts to restore peace to the Middle East.
confronts uS With d :fficu~~' : roblems. Our main goal Much, of course, remains to be done, but the progress
is coexistence, coexistence without reservations and made mal~eS the events which necessitated an emer-
without ulterior motives, which will ensure lasting geney session of the General Assembly in August
stability in international relations and which is not 1958 seem remote. Although the situation inthe Middle
merely a tacticaldevice,aTrojanhorseusedto change East has improved, the problem of the Palestine
the present balance or even to destroy it from Within. refugees in still very far from solution. It is there-
If coexistence consists in legitimate competition to fore proper that an effort should be made to work
promote the progress and well-being of our peoples, towards a solution based on human rights and on the
Italy will be among its most steadfast and unwavering need for harmonious economic development in that
advocates. territory. I would recall that my country, which has

consistently upheld the principles of freedom of navi"
133. In this new international situationwe believe that gation, has a particular interest in their application in
the United Nations is the most suitable instrument for the Medj,terranean basin.
achieving the coexistence which is our goal, and for
that reason the Italian Government considers it to be 139. We have followed events in Algeria with the
its Huty and in its interest to participate as fully as keenest interest and the statements of the President
possible in all activities of the United Nations. We of France, General De Gaulle, have reassured us
offer our support in order that a solution of major greatly. We conSider them a courageous offer which
international problems may increasingly be sought opens up new possibilities for an equitable and satis-
within the United Nations and in accordance with the factory solution of the problem as a whole. We hope
principles and spirit of the Charter. . that the greatest possible encouragement maybe given

by this Assembly to this constructive plan.
134. In this continuing process we know that we can
count on the valuable and tireless efforts of our 140. We feel that this is the moment, if ever there
Secretary-General. We are indeqted to Mr. Hammar- was one, for us to malte a snpremeeffort to af.}hieve
skjold for his clear introduction to the alIDual report an agreement on disarmament. Never has the world
on the work of the Organization [A/4132/Add.l]. He been more convinced of the impossibility of avoiding
has shown us how the influence of our Organization the total destruction of mankind in the event of a
can be strengthened'by developing the activities and general conflict p.nd, therefore, of the necessity of
initiatives of the statutory organs. Mr. Hammar- avoiding any such conflict. This conviction must be
skjold has indicated the machinery which would en- followed by a decisive effort to reach a formal
able the United Na(;ions more effectively to meet the agreement to eliminate once and for alI this agonizing
need for improving international co-operation, bearing threat which may otherwise paralyse all future ac-
in mind the principle of universality, the ultimate tivity. All those who have spoken before me have
objective of the Charter. dealt with the quel?tion of disarmament and proposals

have already been made. A Soviet plan has been
135. In recent years new procedures and methods of formally placed on the agenda. All these initiatives
action have been tested by the United Nations with deserve our full possible encouragement and my
encouraging results. r refer to the activities, in various Government has alr~adybegun to study them.
forms and in various circumstances, involvingwhat has
corne to be called the "presence" of the United Nations. 141. Whatever may be the purposes of these pro-
This is a further proof ofthe flexibility of our Charter posals, we believe that their objectives canbe achieved
and of the great scope for actionbythe United Nations. in a constructive and concrete manner only if the

follOWing five points are taltel1 (~)1to accoul1t: (1) dis-
136. The Italian Government has followed these initia- armament must be achieved by successive and gradual
tives with the keenest interest and sympathy and has stages; (2) any agreement on a particular stage of
participated directly in some of them. For example, disarmamel1t must provide for suitable international
Italy Was happy to contribute a substantial number of control; (3) disarmament in the field of conventional
officers from its armed {01'C8S to the United Nati011S weapons must take place concurrel1tly with disarma-
Observation Group in Lebal10n. This experiment pro- ment in nuclear weapons; (4) any substantialprogress
duced excellent results. These results and those of in diSarmament must be accompanied by security
earlier experiments on similar lines should, we be- agreements; (5) military disarma:mentwillbe general,
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reality in all the countries that have attained a high
level of industrialization.

147. The highly industrialized countries are already
facing other problems-the qualitative rather'than
the quar..titative improvement of human existence, the
proper 'Use of leisure rather than the simple satis..
faction of material wants. The goal is not prosperity
alone, but a life that is tn~ly worth living. This is an
objective that stirs and strengthens the hopes o~ mil
lions of men and women and it is our duty not to
disappoint their legitimate desire to place the tre
mendous technical advances of our times at the ser
vice of manldnd.

148. Our responsibility is increased by the fact that
technical progress is today also a cause for anxiety
since it now makes possible the annihilation of man'"
kind and of human civilization. Never before has
mankind been compelled to make a more dramatic
and decisive choice: the choice between annihilation
and affluence, between total destruction and a richer,
havpier life. ThirJ is the challenge to our intelligence
and good will we face today. In order to meet it, all
countries, industrialized and under-developed alike,
and all peoples, rich and poor, must pool their intel
lectual, moral and material resources in order to
place technology at the service of mankind, progress
and peace.

149. Ever Since its admission to the United Nations,
Italy has shown keen interest in the problems of eco
nomic under-development, and today more than ever
my Government firmly intends to intensify its efforts
at both the international and the bilateral levels. We
believe that with the experience we have gained and
are gaining in aocelerating the industrialization and
economic advancement of certain (j~:ourk::1s developed
regions we can make a substantial co~t,;..'ioutionto the
satisfactory solution of these problems.

150. Our own experience has also confirmedthe need
for a compreh~nsive approach to the problem of eco.....
nomic developdlent taldng into account all the fact('lrs
capable of contributing to accelerated growth. I would
remind you ofthree ofthem: international tra.de, short
term and long-term capital assistance, and teChnical
assistance. It would be useless to maJ~e a special
efforts in regard to capital if protectionist policies
were allowed to restrict internationral trade which is
a source of capital and is still an essential and basic
factor in econC!!mfc progress. The same is true of
technical assistance which cannot be as effective as we
hope if capital is lacIdng.

151. In calling for the closest co-ordination of all
action to accelerate the development of the under
developed economies, we wonder whether the time
has not come to make more use of a regional approach;
which would enable the countries of a region to in
tensify and concentrate their efforts towards economic
and technical co-operation. The great Powers with
world interests would, of course, participate in the
efforts of the region, which would be based on the
principle of the equality of rights and obligations of all
members and on the principle that economic co.-opera
tion should be independent of political considerations.

152. With regard to internathnal co-operation for
economic development within the United Nations I
should like to state that the Italian Government is
~iving sympathetic consideration to the possibility of
substantially increasing its contributions for 1960 to

rapid and lasting only to the extent that it is pre...
oeded by a truoe flnd is aooompanied by a lasting
agreement conoerning propaganda beoause, evenwhen
no military aotion is taking place, propaganda is one
of the fronts where the fight to achieve world supre'"
macy is waged by internal means.

142. On the basis of these five prinoiples, the Italian
Government will maintain a consistent position. In the
forthcoming Q-eneva meeting of the ten-Power Dis
armament Committee, in the United Nations Dis
armament Commission, and in any other forum., the
representatives of Italy v,ill do their utmosttocontri
bute to the progress of negotiations whiohwe consider
vital to mankind and of concerti to all Membl~rs of the
United Nations. It is obvious that the responsibility
for disarmament rests with the United Nations towblch
the fate of world peace has been entrusted. It will
therefore be neoessary for the United Nations to
receive communications from the Committee of ten
countries which have decided to explore possible
means of achieving all agreement on. disarmament;

143.. Although it is not participating in the Geneva
Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapons
Tests, Italy has followed its work with particular
interest and will welcome the agreements which may
be reaohed by it and which 1",.OW appear to have be
come a oonorete possibility. Such agreements would
not only reduce the risk of an atomic conflict, but
would also permit development of the peaceful uses
of nuclear energy and thus lead towards the solution
of many of the serious problems which stand in the
way of the development, progress and prosperity of all
mankind. The Italian Government will also continue
to do all it can to ensure that rapid progress is made
in regard to the peaceful use of outer space. We be
lieve that it is urgently necessary to establish an
institute for legal and Scientific research, in the form
of a specialized agency of the United Nations. This
session of the Assembly should not adjourn without
having taken a decisive position on this matter.

144. Any progress towards disarm!W.'l,ent wo..uld facili
tate the solution of another of the great problems of
our time: the problem of assistance to the under
developed countries. This problem is of close ooncern
to over a thousand million human beings whose lives
are a daily struggle against hunger and disease.
Several countries, in particular those which have
recently attained political independence, rightly wish
to undertake the industrial and technical revolution
that will enable them to emerge from their stagnation
and their age-old poverty.

145, The problem has been discussed so frequently
that further elaboration is scarcely necessary. Every
day, Governments, the Press, national and interna
tional organizations, groups and individuals urge the
need for greater and more rapid action to accelerate
the economic developmen~. of the under-developed
countries.

146. This awakening of international conscience to an
understanding of the problem of economic under
development is accompanied by a realization thatman
kind is not necessarily condemned to poverty, as men,
except for a small minority of privileged personS,
have been for thousands of years. Thanks to technical
progress, mankind can now be freed from poverty and
an e.,ge of high mass consumption is no longer a
utopian dream. On the contrary, it is already a
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the Expanded Programme of 160. To conclude this part of my remarks I should
like to express sincere good wishes for the future
of independent .Somalia and its peaceful and fruitful
coexistence with its neighbouring States.

161. Before I conclude my statement, however, I
should like to voice certain misgivings which tomper
our satisfaction at the increasingly effective action of
the United Nations in the service of peace. We are
perturbed by the SCadt attention given in the past to the
Assembly's decisions concerning the question of Hun
gary and to the more recent events in Tibet p.nd Laos•
If we did .not voice our anxiety at these grave viola
tions of international law we should be guilty of
wealmess and even of an act ofcomplicitywhich might
one day turn against us. In matters of principle there
can be no compromise and we therefore feel com...
pelled to call the attention of the Assembly and of
Member States to the necessity for l"e-establishing
respect for the most elementary rules of international
law in the three areas I have mentioned.

162. But,they are not· the only cases'which,demaud
attention. It seems to us equally important to safe
guard the civil liberties of the people of West Berlin
and to restore the unity of Germany through the free
expression of the Will ofthe Germanpeople. Peace has
hitherto been preserved in this area by a regional
arrangement of the kind envisaged in the Charter of
the United Nations-NATO, in which n.V country has
the honour to participate. We cannot dooGherwisethan
express our sincere desire that th\t"people of West
Berlin may continue to live and prosp~\r inthe climate
of freedom guaranteed by the existing agreements. We .
can also envisage the possibilitythat the United Nations
may ~ne day be called upon to undertake functions and
establish machinery for the solution ofthemanyprob
lems that arise in this area.

163. With regard to the special problem of :taos and
the recent discussions in the Security Council, the
Italian Government is following the actiollundertaken,
in th~ belief and hope that the mission of inqUiry dis
patuhed to Laos will furnish information that Will be
useful in undertaking further initiative ~ andthat its very
presence in Laos will serve to deter the acts .:~)f inter
ference which tlu'eaten the security of that newly
independent country. No valid criticism canbe levelled
against the decisions taken by a great majority in the
Security Council; theywere the leastthat couldbe taken
in response to an appeal from a Member State.

164. Italy has been a Member of the United Nations
'for less than three years , but has always l;1ad the

greG-test respect for the fdeals of peace and progress
the Organization has set out to achieve. We are there
fore resolved to observe the spirit and letter of the
United Nations Charter.

I

165•. Befote I conclude I must refer to that part of
the statement made in this Assembly by the Austrian
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Kreisk,y [BOOth
meeting], which has a directb,earing on my country.
My Govermnent categorically rejects the attempt to
bring up for discussion here a question which is not
within the province of the Assembly.

166. I must also deplore the strange procedure which
the Austrian Government has followed in making such
state:rnents while diplomatic conversations are inpro
gress between Italy' and Austria'onmatters concerning
the two countries, including certain aspects of the
application of the De Gasperi~ruber agreement, in

the Special Fund and
Technical Assistance.

153. We are also considering the possibility of
increasing our contribution to UNICEF.

154. Before concluding this part of my statement I
should like to pay a tribute to the distinguished work
Mr. Paul Hoffman has done during the initial months of
operation of the Special Fund, which is so useful a
counterpart of the Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance under the able direction of Mr. David Owen.

155. .During the past ton years Italy has perhaps
contributed most directly to the work of the Unlted
Nations and assumed the heaviest responsibility in
Somalia.
156. The period of our trusteeship will end in a little
more than a year, and I think I can say without hesita
tion that the task entrusted to Italy has been accom
plished itl a spirit of complete loyalty to the United
Nations and of brotherly interest in the people of
Somalia, and that accordingly the Somali Legislative
Assembly's request that the date of the termination
of trusteeship and of the Territory's accession to
independence might be brought forward is ~ in our view,
justified.
157. Somalia can justly claim that its structure is
now that of a free and sovereign state. Since 30 April
1956 it has hnd a democratically elected Parliament
which freely performs its legislative tasks. In this
connexion I would point out that the political elections
of 1956 and 1959 took place \I1H hout any intervention
on thepart ofthe AdministeringAuthority. During more
than three years of parliamentary activities no consti
tutional conflict has arisen and it has never been
necessary for the Administering Authority to invoke
its special powers to alter the freely expressedwished
of the Parliament. This Parliament will also act as a
constituent Assembly and as such will draw up the
country's new Constitution. Somalia already has a
national governmentwbJ.chfunctions freely and actively
and is fully responsible to the Parliament, of which it
is an expression. Somalia also, has a civil service
responsible for almost all deparbrtents of public life.

15B. Somalia already has its own monetary system,
and its economy, although not prosperous, at least
has a solid structure and a soundfoundation, so that in
view of the remarkable progress achieved under
trusteeship we can look forward with confidence to its
future. Nevertheless much remains to be done before
the termination of trusteeship. Italy will do its utmost
to accelerate the transfer of the powers still vested
in it as the Administering Authority.
159. Political independence must, however, always
have as its main foundation the solidity of the eco
nomic structure. As we have said on other occaSions,
Italy is the:refore prepared to continue to assist
Somalia for some time and we lmow that contributions
will also be forthcoming from the United States and the
United Kingdom. But Italy obviously cannot continue
this financial assistance indefinitely. My Government
aocordingly attaches the greatest importance to the
acceleration of Somalia's economic development. To
this end it will be necessary to make infrastructure
investments for which public capital is needed. The
exceptional expenditures involved are, Ibelieve, ofthe
kind for which dSsistance might be furnished by the
United Nations thro~'!,gh its agencies and the Special
Fund.
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whioh an attempt was made in 1946towQrk out a defi
nitive solution of the question of the Alto Adige. The
attempt to engage in polemios on the subjeot endangers
the suooess of the talks; if thatis Austria's purpose it
must assume full responsibility· for the outoome.
Austria's attitude is far from reassuring. It is tanta
mount to ignoring the faots in an attempt to achieve
aims which have no relation to the facts themselves
or to the terms of the De Gasperi-Gruber agreement.
It is impossible to come to terms with those who
claim that they hAve not obtained satisfaction or for
get what they have obtained, with those who negotiate
a final settlement and later make it thebasis for sub
sequent claims, or 'Yith those who artificially create
a controversy because they wish a continuing crisis.

167. As Mr. Kreisky's statement, in so far as it refers
to Italian domestio affairs or relates to a legal evalua
tion of a bilateral agreement, does not fall within the
competence of this Assembly, I do not intend, by deal
1n6 with the substance of the question, to subscribe in
any way to the inadrnissible interpretation of the sta
tutory rules by the representative of Austria.

168. I will only remind you that Italy has not oilly
applied the De Gasperi-Gruber agreement, buthas also
accorded the minorities of the Alto Adige a liberality

f
J'

Litho. in U.N.

of treatment unsurpassed in any other part of the
world.

169. Nor must we forget that the allogeneous popu...
lation of the Alto Adige expressed its wishes in' a free
referendum at the end of the Seoond World War, When
it asked and was allowed to become Italian again,
although in 1939 it had voted by a large majority for
transfer to Nazi Germany. The latest choice was
freely made and must be oonside1'ed final.

170. At the thirteenth session of the GeneralAssem...
bly, and at others, one urgen.t question was present in
the minds of all representatives and implicit in all the
speeches made: how was the United Nations, with its
still limited resources, to deal With the problems of the
day? The gap between reality and the existing lleeds
seemed so great that pessimism was justified.

17,1. Today the search for methods of aohievingpeace
continues, butwe feel at least thatwe are. no longer in a
state of crisis and that we are working in a less dra...
matic but more constructive atmosphere.

172. Italy' pledges its full oontribution to this con...
structive task and this labour for peace.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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